The scheduled meeting of August 14, 2012 was held at the Board Office, 165 Capitol Avenue, Room 117 in the State Office Building, Hartford, Connecticut.

Anthony L D’Andrea, Chairman called the meeting to order at 9:15 am.

Attending the meeting were: John DeWolf (1) PE, Richard M Szewczak (2) PE, Terry McCarthy (3) PE Anthony L D’Andrea (4) PELS, Robert L Doane (5) PELS, AL Regina (7) PM, Rocco V Laraia (8) PM, T. Mark Barbieri (9) PM, Kenneth R Peterson (10) LS, Curtiss B Smith (11) LS and Raymond Redniss (12) LS.

Absent were, Donald J Poland (6) PM

Also present was Barbara Syp-Maziarz, Board Administrator.

Guests present were: Reese Roberts, Robert Gomez, Roy Merritt and Paul Brady.

Commissioner William M Rubenstein was present to swear in Mr. Raymond Redniss, LS as a new board member to the Board of Examiners for Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors.

Motion made by (10) seconded by (7) to approve the July 14, 2012 minutes. Motion carried

Legal Division

No report

A-Correspondence Received

A-1 Computer-Based Testing Update (Dist. 4)

For information only, no action required.

A-2 Overview chart of changes compared to the current pencil-and-paper exam (Dist. 4)

For information only, no action required.

A-3 FE exam specifications in 2014 (Dist. 4)

The Fundamentals of Engineering and the Fundamentals of Land Surveying exams will be going to computer based testing (CBT) in January of 2014. Since these exams will be offered more times per year and the procedures will change, these changes should reflect in
our statutes and regulations. The Board is requesting that attorney Steven Schwane look into what statutory changes need to be done in order for the Connecticut Board to be prepared for the new exam format.

AA-1 Request from Roy Merritt, Chairman of the Legislative Affairs Committee for the Connecticut Society of Civil Engineers (CSCE) to meet with the Board to discuss Connecticut licensing statutes for professional engineers; establish a 15 hour annual continuing education requirement, structural engineer license endorsement and to discuss the B.S. +30 hours of additional engineering education. Mr. Merritt is scheduled to appear before the Board at 9:30 am. (Dist. 2)

Roy Merritt, Chairman of the Legislative Affairs Committee for the Connecticut Society of Civil Engineers (CSCE), Robert Gomez, President of the Connecticut Society of Civil Engineers and Paul Brady, Executive Director of the American Council of Engineering Companies spoke before the Board in regards to statute changes. Mr. Merritt stated that CSCE, NSPE and ACEC-CT have formed a coalition to advocate improved engineering licensure laws in CT. The coalition is looking to establish a 15 hour annual continuing education requirement, structural engineer license endorsement and to eventually require BS degree +30 hours of additional engineering education to qualify to sit for the Professional Engineering exam.

The Board noted that there were statute changes that were submitted to the legislation that was not endorsed by the Board. The Board is willing to work with the coalition, but they must first work on adding that an accredited degree in engineering is required in order to qualify to sit for the engineering exam. The Board feels that there should be a progression of adding those changes, since there may be much opposition if all components are added at the same time.

The coalition will work with the Board and provide them with any legislative changes, with the understanding that an accredited degree in engineering is the first change to be implemented.

AA-2 Question from Jason Christopherson if an out of state professional engineer can stamp an EPA Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasure (SPCC, 40 CFR Part 112) plan in Connecticut. (Dist. 2)

The Board’s discussion revealed that if it requires a PE on a plan in CT then it should be sealed by Connecticut PE. If there is a federal regulation that supersedes state law, then the Board should be advised.

AA-3 Question from Thomas Pastor regarding the state regulations. (Dist. 2)

Mr. DeWolf will respond to Mr. Pastore.

AA-4 Response from applicant who was denied under class 10 (Dist.2)

The Board will work on having their policy regarding non-engineering degree noted on the website.
D-New Business

D-1 Applicants who passed the April 2012 Principles & Practice Exams and will be issued licenses upon receipt of initial license fee. (Dist. 2)

Abdurahman, Khelifa
Abrecht-Litchfield, Rachel
Agliardo, Allison
Al Amin, Muhommad
Ali, Md
Anderson, Clark
Asem, Amir
Aslani, Pooyan
Aye, Thant
Baral, Narayan
Bresloff, Christopher
Bucci, Sarah
Cherpak, Michael
Chien, Maxwell
Collinson, Matthew
Cote, Benjamin
Cuthberston, David
Fazzino, Paul
Gagliano, Ryan
Gallo, Michael
Ghasemi, Amirreza
Gilladoga, Leandro
Hale, Elizabeth
Hansen, Geoffrey
Healey, Patricia
Healy, John
Holloway, Paul
Hossain, Mohammad
Hudach, Joseph
Hughes, James
Iamiceli, Edward
Iqbal, Asif
James, Daniel
Janeiro, Raymond
Labbe, Stephanie
Latifi, Terry
Lessard, Matthew
Losyeva, Maria
Lusitani, Paul
Mahmud, Mohammad

Civil
Mechanical
Civil
Mechanical
Mechanical
Civil
Civil
Electrical and Computer
Civil
Civil
Mechanical
Civil
Electrical and Computer Power
Civil
Civil
Electrical and Computer Power
Mechanical
Civil
Civil
Civil
Mechanical
Civil
Naval Architecture and Marine
Civil
Civil
Civil
Mechanical
Civil
Civil
Civil
Mancini, Joseph       Civil
Marino, Alyssa       Civil
Martin, Aaron       Mechanical
Martin, Michael       Electrical and Computer Power
McCartney, Kelly       Civil
McCaslin, Lucas       Mechanical
Milkove, Theresa       Civil
Montgomery, John       Civil
Musarskiy, Edward       Civil
O’Connor, Jodi-Ann       Civil
Palmer, Gregory       Civil
Pandey, Sita Ram       Civil
Patel, Ashish       Electrical and Computer Power
Patel, Bhavnabahen       Civil
Perkoski, Chad       Civil
Ponsness, Matthew       Civil
Puchalapalli, Swaroop       Civil
Rahman, Asm       Civil
Rakowski, Matthew       Civil
Rubenstein, Arthur       Electrical and Computer Power
Sapanaro, Michael       Mechanical
Sarkar, Manoje       Civil
Serabian, Mark       Civil
Shah, Hardik       Civil
Srinivasan, Ganesh       Mechanical
Tasi, Alex       Mechanical
Taylor, Timothy       Civil
Tehero, James       Civil
Tierney, Sean       Civil
Tigli, Omar       Civil
Tirvedi, Kaushal       Mechanical
Ullikashi, Pradeep       Civil
Uluski, Aimee       Civil
Walsh, Matthew       Civil
Webster, Sarah       Civil
Wilbur, Suzanne       Civil
Wolfe, Christopher       Naval Architecture and Marine
Yadav, Binod       Civil
Yang, Qilin       Mechanical
Yelkikanat, Tuna       Civil
Zinn, Giovanni       Environmental

D-2 Applicants who passed the April 2012 Fundamentals of Engineering and will be issued licenses upon receipt of initial license fee. (Dist. 2)
Applicants who passed the April 2012 Land surveyor exams and will be issued licenses upon receipt of initial license fee. (Dist. 3)

Jeffrey Bunce
Keith Coolbeth
Jeffrey S Greiner
David Held
Jesse Judson
Neville Ramsay

E-Applications from July 17, 2012 agenda

The following applications were reviewed and motions were made at the July 17, 2012 meeting. Since there was no quorum, a formal vote is required.
Permit CL 1 Exam

Motion made by (1) seconded by (8) to approve. Motion carried

Gaudet, Craig J- Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Shah, Sapna- Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote

Permit CL 1 Exam-Credit Part 1

Motion made by (1) seconded by (8) to approve. Motion carried

Allen, Richard W-EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Brown, Auldie B-EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Civitillo, Danielle M-EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Foston, Carolyn-EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Gemmell, Michael J-EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Matte, Ryan T-EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Thomas, Craig A-EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote

Motion made by (1) seconded by (7) to approve. Motion carried

Bytautas, Dustin K-EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Carroll, Timothy F-EIT from NY Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Dougherty, Colleen L-EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Fagan, Christopher M-EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Khadawala, Gunjan U-EIT from NY Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
LaPorta, Joseph G-EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Markandeya, Shravya-EIT from NY –Table for clarification of legal status
McKay, David C-EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Pfaffinger, Jeffrey R-EIT from MN Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Sheth, Minal H-EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote

Motion made by (1) seconded by (8) to approve subject to formal vote
Ahmed, Muneeruddin-EIT from MA Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Gionet-Kenyon Laurel-EIT from MA Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Islam, MD A-EIT from NH Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Islam Mohammad A-EIT from NH Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Khan, MD B-EIT from NY Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Donbavand, Lindsey L-EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Neth, Charles J-EIT from NC Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Tam, Derek K-EIT from NJ Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Vuppula, Raghu R R-EIT from CT Table for clarification of legal status
Motion made by (1) seconded by (7) to approve. Motion carried
Ali, Mohammed S-EIT from MO Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Bhattarai, Bhanu R-EIT from NY Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
daSilva, Allegra-EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Duncombe, John M-EIT from MA Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Patel, Mehul C-EIT from MA Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Rosenblatt, Michael A-EIT from MA Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote

Motion made by (1) seconded by (8) to approve. Motion carried
Arena, Lois B-EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Gedam, Vijin K–EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Hassan, Mohamed-EIT from NY Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Leclerc, Patrick G-EIT from MA Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Liu, Jian-EIT from MA Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Loehmann, Elsa E-EIT from MT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Stackhouse, Brett T-EIT from PA Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Valentine, Daniel F-EIT from NY Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote

Permit CL 1 Exam- Credit Part 1 & II-Approve CL 1 License
Motion made by (1) seconded by (8) to approve. Motion carried
Hoang, Jason M-EIT & PE exam scores from California- Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote

Permit CL 1 Exam-Credit Part 1- Applicants were not eligible for April 2012 exam due to lack of 3 to 6 months of experience. Applicants have updated their experience and now meet the qualifications.

Motion made by (1) seconded by (7) to approve. Motion carried
O’Laughlin , Adam-EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Sabean, Bradford J-EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote

Permit SE Exam-Applicants are currently licensed and wish to sit for the SE Exam
Motion made by (1) seconded by (8) to approve. Motion carried.
Kesner, Keith E Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Mahalingam, Balaji Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Seo, Cheoljong Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote

Permit CL 2 Exam
Motion made by (1) seconded by (7) to approve. Motion carried
Arndt, Douglas R Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote

Permit CL 2 Exam-Credit Part 1

Motion made by (1) seconded by (8) to approve. Motion carried
Feldman, Adam M –EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote

Approve CL 4 License

Motion made by (1) seconded by (7) to approve. Motion carried
Adams, James W Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Badger III, Philip E Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
McPherson, Andrew W Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Petone, Anthony J Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Petracca, Thomas J Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote

Motion made by (1) seconded by (7) to approve. Motion carried
Belk, Edwin D Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Brown, Kevin S Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Chongsuttanamanee, Supasit J Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Coleman III, William L–Subject to verification of current license- Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Harris, Edward G Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Liska, Christopher J Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Manawes, K Craig Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
McKale, Dennis C Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Mutcher, Douglas A Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Williams, Andrew J–Subject to verification of current license- Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote

Motion made by (1) seconded by (7) to approve. Motion carried
Currier Jr., Jonathan E Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Falconer, Brian A Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Hodge, Dewain W Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Hollinger, David A Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Joyce, Charles T Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Klingener, Christopher S Subject to verification of current license- Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Laney, Michael W Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Maeda, Gary P Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Mahlmann, Justin G Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Pinkerton, Robert B Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Skinner, Paul C Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote

Motion made by (1) seconded by (8) to approve. Motion carried
Chen, Charles W Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Duffy, Lawrence J Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Fuller, William T Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
He, Wanlong Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Motion made by (1) seconded by (7) to approve. Motion carried
Aaby, Mark J Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Anderson, David S Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote
Schulterman, Greg J Tabled from 7/17/12 for formal vote

Permit CL 5 Exam-Credit Part 1
Stietzel, Samuel L Motion made by (11) seconded by (10) to approve. Motion carried

Permit CL 6 Exam
Meggie, Roy A Motion made by (11) seconded by (10) to approve. Motion carried

Permit CL 6 Exam-Credit Part 1
Franklin, Kevin D-Application denied in June of 2011 based on overlapping school and work experience. –Deny- Requires 6 years of land surveying experience; Board recognized 1 year and 2 months as party chief, 1 year and 2 months of supervisory and 3 months as instrument, does not have required experience.

Motion made by (11) seconded by (10) to deny. Motion carried.

Permit CL 8 Exam
Fetterman, Thomas A
Gray, Scott B V

Motion made by (11) seconded by (10) to approve. Motion carried

Permit CL 9 Exam
Motion made by (1) seconded by (8) to approve. Motion carried. The following were tabled from the 7/17/12 meeting for a formal vote.
Ahmad, Joseph N (Florida Atlantic University)
Andriani, Rudy T (Virginia Tech)
Carnavos, Kristine M (Georgia Institute of Tech)
Cheon, Myung Ki (Northwestern)
Christiansen, Kyle J (UConn)
Connelly, John P (Rutgers)
Ferrao, John A (U of New Haven)
Figueroa, Ronald (U of Puerto Rico)
Forrest, Davis J (U of Michigan)
Levshina, Aleksandra (Worcester Polytech)
Liebscher, Curtis L (UConn)
Mamidala, Divya (US Masters-U of South Florida)
Maynard, Jason L (UConn)
McManus, Clare R (Fairfield U)
Meehan, Matthew J (UConn)
Meehan, Sean W
Minawi, Ailanto Daniel (US Masters-Polytech Institute)
Patel, Harshit D (US Masters-Polytech Institute)
Patel, Hetul S (UConn)
Pelkey, Tyler P (UConn)
Rophael, John M (Rutgers)
Rosenkrantz, Adam M (Rensselaer)
Savoy, Cody J (U of New Haven)
Sedigh Imani, Fatemeh (US Ph.D-Rutgers)
Sissala, Amy (Illinois Institute of Technology)
Stickman, Justin M (UConn)
Tajvidi, Seyed Mohammad (Foreign Degree)
Tshilenge, Nshimbi J (UConn)
Upson, Stephanie M (Tufts)
Vin, Arth J (US Masters-Polytech Institute)
Zha, Jun (US Masters-SUNY)

Motion made by (1) seconded by (8) to approve. Motion carried
Einstein, Joshua A – Deny – No engineering degree and one year masters program with no breadth course in engineering.

Motion made by (1) seconded by (9) to deny. Motion carried

Permit CL 9s Exam

Motion made by (1) seconded by (7) to approve. Motion carried.

Dahal, Sushil (US Masters-UConn)
Flynn, Harrison J (U of Hartford)
Koptchaliyski, Kristian V (UConn)
Martins, Luis M (UConn)
McKernan, Kevin R (UConn)
Pane, Ryan S (Clarkson)
Permit CL 10 Exam

Motion made by (1) seconded by (8) to approve. Motion carried. The following were tabled from the 7/17/12 meeting for a formal vote.

Adams IV, Robert M (U of Hartford)
Gomez, Luis F (Southern Polytech State)
Lewis, Harry M (U of Hartford)
West, Shane T (Wentworth Institute)

Dawson, Brad H –Deny- No engineering degree-

Motion made by (1) seconded by (9) to deny. Motion carried

Permit CL 10s Exam

Motion made by (1) seconded by (7) subject to approve the following subject to formal vote. The following were tabled from the 7/17/12 meeting for a formal vote.

Lee, Andrew T (Central CT)
Lewis, Corey R (Southern Polytech)
Lisewski, Matthew (Central CT)

Permit CL 14a Exam

Cavaiuolo, Garrett J Motion made by (11) seconded by (10) to approve. Motion carried.

Transfer from CL 15 exam to Class 14a- Permit CL 14a exam

Haghpanah, Hamid R Motion made by (11) seconded by (10) to approve. Motion carried.

Approve Certificate of Authorization for the Corporate Practice of Engineering

Motion made by (1) seconded by (8) subject to approve, Motion carried: The following were tabled from the 7/17/12 meeting for a formal vote.

ECG Engineering, PC
222 Middle Country Rd Suite 318
Smithtown NY 11787

CT Professional Engineer currently licensed
PE #27601 David Newman (owns 100%)

Howard/Stein-Hudson Associates, Inc
38 Chauncy St 9th FL
Boston MA 02111
CT Professional Engineer currently licensed
PE #22777 Keri L Pyke

Innova Technologies, Inc
1432 So Jones Blvd
Las Vegas NV 89146

CT Professional Engineer currently licensed
PE #28670 Robert C Naples

Redfern Engineering LLC
206 Buttonball La
Glastonbury CT 06033

CT Professional Engineer currently licensed
PE #28287 Paul Redfern (100% ownership)

Ring Consulting Group PC
512 West Third St
Lansdale PA 19446

CT Professional Engineer currently licensed
PE #20107 Kenneth W Seiler (100% ownership)

Solli Engineering LLC
523 Pepper St
Monroe CT 06468

CT Professional Engineer currently licensed
PE #25759 Kevin M Solli (100% ownership)

SourceOne, Inc, (DE)
132 Canal St
Boston MA 02114

CT Professional Engineer currently licensed
PE #27538 Ronald C Barros

Harris Group, Inc.
300 Elliott Ave W Ste 500
Seattle WA 98119

Professional Engineer currently licensed in CT
PE# 28806 David Walters
Reconsideration

Bogucki, Ann V- Application was denied at the 1/24/12 board meeting based on her undergraduate degree in biochemistry. Applicant provided transcript showing that she passed the core undergraduate courses prior to enrolling in the graduate program.

Motion made by (1) seconded by (7) to approve. Motion carried.

Reconsideration

Eliasz, Brett- Application was denied at the 4/17/12 board meeting based on the lack of engineering experience following an engineering technology program. Applicant requires 7 years of engineering experience board recognized 68 months that was listed. Applicant noted that all his experience was not listed in his NCEES record and therefore is providing the experience during the lapsed years that were not listed in his NCEES record.

Motion made by (1) seconded by (7) to approve. Motion carried

Applications- August 14, 2012

The following were approved by 1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10, 11 & 12 except as noted

Permit CL 1 Exam

Glynn, Alan
Soliman, Sameh

Permit CL 1 Exam-Credit Part 1

Agrios, Alexander G-EIT from NC
Axhushi, Neritan-EIT from NY
Barbagianis, Theodoros-EIT from NY
Barker, Kevin A-EIT from CT
Bird, Jeffrey B-subject to verification of EIT from NM
Cheng, Weishi A-EIT from TN
Coelho, Jessica M-EIT from RI
Goldberg, Evan B-EIT from CT
Govoni, Michelle K-EIT from PA
Gower, Adam H-EIT from CT
Jakaj, Rikardo-EIT from CT
Lingareddy Gari, Vanitha-EIT from WA
Lufkin, Tiffany A-EIT from CT
Markandeya, Shravya-EIT from NY-Tabled from 7/17/12 meeting for more documentation regarding legal status
Martinez-Cid, Rene B-EIT from CT
Mears, Ricky D-EIT from CT
Miracolo, Michael V-EIT from CT
Nichols, Patricia A-EIT from CT
Niraula, Akshaya-subject to verification of MS degree from South Dakota
Ortolano, Trevor A-EIT from PA
Peterson, Michael C-EIT from CT
Santhanam, Harini-EIT from CT
Shah, Nirav S-EIT from PA
Trivedi, Meeta U-EIT from CT
Vacca, Francis J-EIT from CT
Vadas, Timothy M-EIT from NJ
Vuppula, Raghu Reddy-EIT from CT Tabled from 7/17/12 meeting for more documentation regarding legal status
Wiegand, Karl E-EIT from NY
Yannes, Craig D-EIT from CT

Thompson, Ross J- Transfer to Class 1- take both parts of exam cannot verify proof of taking exam in Utah

May, Gregory B-EIT from CT –Deny- Lacks engineering experience following degree. Motion made by (1) seconded by (9) to deny. Motion carried.

Permit CL 1 Exam-Credit Part 1-Applicant was not eligible for April 2012 exam due to lack of 3 to 6 months of experience. Applicant has updated their experience and now meets the qualifications.

Murphy, Stephen –EIT from CT

Permit SE Exam-Applicants is currently licensed and wishes to sit for the SE Exam

Halawani, Tarek

Permit CL 2 Exam

Beaulieu, Shawn W

Permit CL 2 Exam-Credit Part 1

Pelletier Jr., James-EIT from CT

Approve CL 4 License
Abate, Matthew
Acciani, Mary O
Barlow, James J
Baumann, Cynthia A
Blais, Russell V –
Bragg, Jeffrey A
Briggs, Gregory S
Cherichello, Stacey
Choudhury, Mizanur R
Ding, Zhan H-Tabled for information regarding undergraduate degree.
Edelman, Heath A
Fatseas, John P
Foley, Robert J
Gerloff, James R
Gilman, Brian V
Gilstrap, Jeremy M
Hicks, Guy R
Lagomarsino, Guy
Mahoney, David H
Marks, Ladd D
May, Darin J
Miniutti, Glenn D
Moriarty, Nicholas A
Nowland, Charles
Patel, Mitesh V
Pavelec, Charles T
Perko, Howard A
Pisano Jr., Charles F
Reeves, Daniel A
Rogelstad, Robert J
Sanders, Stephen A
Schwartz, Thomas A
Shabla, Michael
Siqeca, Robert
Smith, Blake L
Sullivan, Ashley L
Vance, Myles T –Subject to proof of legal status
Weisfeld, Andrew F
Wesley, Daniel G
Wooten, Buck A

Permit CL 6 Exam-Credit Part 1
Marshall, Ainsworth O-SIT from CT – Deny -lack of required surveying experience under direct licensed land surveyor.

Motion made by (11) seconded by (10) to deny. Motion carried.

**Permit CL 9 Exam**

Cardi, Jacopo (US Masters-Polytech)
Champagne, Aaron J (U of New Haven)
Ching, Kwok Kei, (Polytech-NYU)
Cruz, Christopher (U of New Haven)
Drozd, Robert M (UConn)
Fleming, Clinton R (U of Hartford)
Foster, William J (US Merchant)
Kozma, Gregory A (UConn)
Kulkarni, Sanjeev (US Masters-U of Texas)
Lake, Evan K (Clarkson)
Li, Jingcheng (US Masters-UConn)
Long, Timothy B (Polytech)
Mamun, Md S (US Masters-UConn)
Moore, John P (Rensselaer Polytech)
Patel, Hiren C (US Masters-Stevens Institute)
Patel, Shachi I (Foreign degree)
Pauleus, Jacques E (UConn)
Shah, Harsh P (US Masters-Polytech Institute)
Soler Ruiz, Miguel A (Foreign degree)
Tauris, Matthew J (UConn)
Terras, Khaled (US Masters-Old Dominion)
Truong, Davis C (UConn)
Wang, Haoyu (US Ph.D-Syracuse)
Zaidi, Raza H (UConn)

Burke, Brian T –Deny- Has undergraduate degree in Physics. When entering masters program did not take enough engineering courses to complete an undergraduate curriculum.

Motion made by (1) seconded by (5) to deny. Motion carried.

**Permit CL 9s Exam**

Can, Niyazi (US Masters-U of Hartford)
Carnright, William C (UConn)
Harris, Ricardo (UConn)
Heredia, Ashley M (U of Hartford)
Hoque, Sharida (US Ph.D –UConn)
Lynch, Isabel C (UConn)
Restrepo, Benjamin K (UConn)

**Permit CL 10 Exam**
Abernathy, Cliff A (Southern Polytechnic State University)

**Permit CL 10s Exam**
Sanchez, Carlos A (Central CT)

**Transfer from CL 11 to CL 10 Exam-Approve CL 10 License**
Bangs, Keith E- Passed FE exam in New York but was not issued a certificate because of not showing proof of education. Mr. Bangs holds as BS in mechanical engineering technology and a MS in marine engineering with the proper years of engineering experience following the BS degree.

**Approve Certificate of Authorization for the Corporate Practice of Engineering**

**Junma Engineering LLC**
1958 W 9th St
Brooklyn, NY 11223-

PE currently licensed in CT
PE# 22840 Jun Ma –owns 100% ownership

Board denied application at 6/12/12 meeting because name on application was not the same name reflected on Connecticut’s Certificate of Legal Existence. Applicant revised application.

Motion made by (5) seconded by (2) to approve. Motion carried.

**Fiedler and Associates**
2322 W Third Street
Los Angeles CA 90057-Tabbed to resubmit because the name on the application and Certificate of Legal Existence do not match.

Motion made by (3) seconded by (9) to table. Motion carried.

Professional Engineer currently licensed in Connecticut
PE# 29016 Patrick O Fiedler- owns 100%

J.B.A Consulting Engineers, Inc.
5155 W Patrick La
Las Vegas NV 89118

Professional Engineer currently licensed in Connecticut
PE# 22000 Rick Reyburn

KEM Engineers Inc.
556 Central Ave
St Petersburg FL 33701

Professional Engineers currently licensed in Connecticut
PE# 28504 Gad E Tawadros
PE# 28503 Jeffrey T Membel II
PE# 28773 Thomas D Plotts

North Star Design, LLC
276 East Asbury Anderson Road
Washington NJ 07882

Professional Engineers currently licensed in Connecticut
PE# 28061 Thomas F Pugsley Jr.
PE# 29104 William C Viola, Jr.

Approve Certificate of Authorization for the Joint Practice of Architecture and Professional Engineering

Dewberry-CT Designers PC
8401 Arlington Blvd
Fairfax VA 22031

Architect and Professional Engineer currently licensed in CT
PE# 28765 Donald E Stone, Jr. holds 79 shares
ARI# 12157 James Beight holds 20 shares

Motion made by (3) seconded by (2) to table for clarification of the outstanding 1% ownership. Motion carried.

Reinstatement
Bark, Fardi-License #16353 lapsed 1/31/92: Completed new application, paid all back fees and provided notarized statement of not signing or sealing during lapsed period.

Motion made by (3) seconded by (2) to approve. Motion carried

Schmeltz, Edward J-License # 14380 lapsed 1/31/11- Updated experience record, paid back fees and signed during lapsed period.

Motion made by (3) seconded by (2) to approve. Motion carried

Jones, Michael A-PE#19276-License lapsed 1/31/03- Completed new application, paid appropriate fees.

Motion made by (3) seconded by (2) to approve subject to receipt of notarized statement. Motion carried

Reconsideration

Sheffield, Matthew-Application was denied at the 4/17/12 board meeting based on his undergraduate degree in environmental sciences, applicant provided additional documentation. (Dist. 2)

Board stood by their previous decision of not approving application, based on insufficient courses to meet the basic engineering curriculum.

Motion made by (7) seconded by (8) to adjourn the meeting.

Meeting adjourned at 11:29 am.

The next meeting is scheduled for October 16, 2012.

Respectfully reviewed by: Respectfully submitted by:
Anthony L D’Andrea, P.E. & L.S. Barbara Syp-Maziarz
Chairman Licensing & Applications Specialist

NOTE: The administrative functions of the Boards, Commissions and Councils are carried out by the Department of Consumer Protection Occupational and Professional Licensing Division. For information, contact Richard M Hurlburt, Director at (860) 713-6135 or Fax: (860) 713-7230.

AGENCY WEBSITE: www.ct.gov/dcp
DIVISION E-MAIL DCP.OccupationalProfessional@ct.gov